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Stage 1 – Method Development (Part I). Module Outsourcing (Part I). 

 

Results: 

1.1 Deca-alanine folding times for new types of molecular robotic joints. 

1.2 Non-equilibrium HMC sampling modules. 

1.3 Data transmission modules between Robosample and OpenMM simulation packages. 

 

Act 1.1 Act 1.1 Development and Testing of New Molecular Robotic Joints: Hinge, Cardanic, 

and Spherical. 

Subactivitatea 1.1.1 Dezvoltarea articulatiilor robotice moleculare: Balama, Cardanica si Sferica 

si testarea lor prin timpul de impachetare pe sisteme model. 

 

Theory 

 

The three new joints (Hinge, Cardanic, and Spherical) are defined within the cinematic and 

dynamic framework developed by Jain and Rodriguez [1] under the nomenclature of Featherstone 

[2]. Robosample relies on a chain of rigid bodies represented in four reference frames to describe 

the topology, kinematics, and dynamics of the rigid body tree. Each joint in such a structure 

provides specific degrees of freedom: Hinge - rotation about the molecular angle axis, Cardanic - 

two degrees of rotational freedom – angle and bond, Spherical - three degrees of rotational 

freedom. 

 

Implementation and Testing 

 

Robosample integrates three libraries: Simbody, Molmodel, and gMolmodel, handling articulated 

body mechanics, rigid molecular systems, and Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, respectively. 

Implementation of the joints involved adapting Simbody's theoretical mechanics to the chemical 

domain, where certain atoms serve as reference systems for rigid bodies. The three joints are now 

part of new Molmodel classes, with dedicated functions in gMolmodel for constructing molecular 

graphs. IO modules have been added for user-friendly externalization of the new joints. 

The implementation was tested on model systems suc as alanine dipeptide and decalanine through 

the analysis of the end-to-end distance. 
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Act 1.2 Implementation of the Non-Equilibrium Hamiltonian Monte Carlo Method 

(NEHMC) - Part I. 

Subactivity 1.2.1 Development of Non-Equilibrium Hamiltonian Monte Carlo in Robosample and 

quantification through passage times in model systems. 

 

Theory 

 

The Non-Equilibrium Hybrid Monte Carlo Sampling Method (NEHMC) aims to overcome energy 

barriers through mechanical work. One option involves directing a subset of coordinates away 

from equilibrium to penetrate potential barriers, while the remaining coordinates can relax. 

In the phase space defined by position coordinates (q) and momentum (p):, perturbing α in a 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, while maintaining detailed balance through a 

probability distribution in a subspace Γ_α, typically results in very low acceptance rates. Nilmeier, 

Crooks, Minh, and Chodera [17] proposed applying a gradual perturbation in T steps in tandem 

with Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) steps, K: In this study, the von Mises circular distribution was 

chosen as a perturbation, acting on a single torsional angle in the system. To satisfy detailed 

balance, the Λ protocol is applied with the following probability of accepting a move. 

 

Implementation and Results 

 

Perturbation through von Mises circular distribution. 

Initially, von Mises sampling was implemented in the gMolmodel library within Robosample. This 

distribution is the equivalent of the normal distribution in an angular space. The sampling method 

used is described by Best and Fisher [18], starting from the Cauchy distribution and employing the 

following algorithm: 

The correctness of the NEHMC sampling implementation was verified by estimating the free 

energy surface and the mean first passage times of alanine dipeptide, comparing it with an 

already implemented equilibrium HMC method in Robosample. The minima of the free energy, 

represented on a surface parameterized by the angles φ and ψ, exhibit correct positioning 

compared to an HMC simulation. 

 

Act 1.3 Externalization of Molecular Configurations for Other Programs - Part I. 

Subactivity 1.3.1 Development of code for externalizing molecular configurations for other 

programs in the form of auxiliary modules in Robosample. 

Introducere si context 

Robosample models molecules with internal coordinates, optimizing performance by transitioning 

between different molecular models. It now employs GPU acceleration for both bonded and 

nonbonded energy calculations through Molmodel and OpenMM libraries. 
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Implementation and Testing 

To integrate OpenMM's energy calculation functionalities with CUDA or OpenCL acceleration, 

the molecular system was defined compatibly with OpenMM. Correspondence mechanisms 

between Robosample and OpenMM classes were established. The initialization function in the 

OpenMMPluginInterface class now fully defines the molecular object, allowing multiple 

customization options. The OpenMM::System class models the molecular system with rigid 

bodies, utilizing various bond and nonbond interaction types. Functions were adapted for multi-

GPU systems and introduced parameters for user customization. These functionalities are exposed 

for direct use in Robosample, allowing users to pass parameters from the configuration file. 

Fig. 3.1 Comparison of the improved computation time for the forces and total energy of the system 

following the externalization of the complete energy calculation using GPU acceleration (CUDA 

11.2) on two reference molecular systems: di-alanine (2-ALA) and cento-alanine (100-ALA).. 

 

Presentations 

Teodor A. Şulea, Victor G. Ungureanu, Eliza C. Martin, Andrei J. Petrescu, Laurentiu Spiridon:  

“Robosample - platforma de noua genaratie pentru eșantionarea spațiilor conformaționale ale 

biomoleculelor”. Conferința Cercetării Științifice din Academia Română (CCSAR-2021). 

Academia Romana, Bucureşti, 22-23 noiembrie 2021. 

 

Teodor A. Şulea, Eliza C. Martin, Victor G. Ungureanu, Laurențiu Spiridon, Andrei-Jose Petrescu: 

“ROBOSAMPLE: robotics-based Gibbs sampling of macro-molecular systems”. 

MacroYouth2021 Scientific Communications of Young Researchers,  Iasi, 19 noiembrie 2021. 
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